
CPE UoE 

UNIT 1 EXTRA VOCABULARY  

p.12-14  

Squirm (with embarrassment)=feel shame  

Concede (e.g. defeat)=admit  

Devour (a meal)= eat up (food)  

Raze (a city)=tear down, destroy  

Mow (the grass)=cut (grass)  

flout=disregard (a rule)/show disdain (= contempt) 

In my estimation=If you ask me; in my opinion  

Put forward (a proposal)=propose, suggest  

p.15 “Post in History”  

It may come as a surprise to sb=It may be surprising  

Come what may=whatever happens  

Be that as it may=despite sth  

There is ample evidence=here is plenty of evidence  

Attain=achieve, accomplish  

Papacy=The office of the Pope 

Merchant=a person whose business is buying and selling goods for profit 

Entrust sth to sb=put trust in sb  

p.12 - 19  

Formidable=strong, powerful and difficult to deal with  

Bottle up my feelings=repress my feelings 

Adjacent to=very near, next to  

Animosity=hostility  

It amounts to… It is the same as  

Be abashed at / by sth=embarrassed  

(v) abstain from sth=refrain from, not participate in/(n) abstinence  

Accord sth=corresponds with / is in agreement with 

Barter for sth =trade, haggle 

Bask in sth= take pleasure in sth  



Acquaint sb with sth =make sb familiar with sth  

Make amends with sb for sth=make it up to sb for sth  

It goes without saying=It’s a foregone conclusion  

Approve of sth=agree with sth  

Make allowances for sth=accept sth  

take sth for granted=ssume that sb knows about it  

Cabinet=a small group of the most important people in government 

Conduct=behaviour 

Adroitly=skillfully  

p.20-21  

A volte-face (/ˌvɒltˈfæs/)=a sudden change from one set of beliefs or plan of 

action to the opposite  

Sage=wise, as a result of experience  

Guru=a person skilled in sth and gives advice 

Stern : warning/look/ voice = severe, showing disapproval  

Rigid : rules = not able to be changed or persuaded  

Extend : orders / advice / a warm welcome / my thanks to sb / my 

condolences  

Blood stream=the flow of blood around the body  

Cumulative=adding up e.g. the cumulative effects of lifestyle choices  

Motle=varied and mismatched e.g. motley outfit, a motley group of people  

In the long run=over a long period into the future  

Drowsiness=a tired state, between sleeping and being awake  

Eyelids droop=to bend or hang down ALSO: prices, values, sales droop 

Induce=cause  

Pill-popping=taking pills, especially when this is a habit  

Rid sb of sth (formal)=be free of sth  

Outlook on …. : life/ the past = a person's way of understanding and thinking 

about something  

Sth is a rare commodity=sth is a rare thing to find  

Culprit= (here)the troublemaker  

Be taken aback=be strongly surprised  



I am cut out to be a teacher=I am suitable to become a teacher  

I’ve gone off sth=I am sick and tired of sth  

I am short of sth=I haven’t got enough of sth (e.g. time, money etc.) 


